What are the topics in football?
Extracting time-series topics from game episodes
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A BSTRACT
We propose an approach to analysis of multivariate time series describing multiple episodes in the development of a dynamic phenomenon or process. We represent variation patterns of different
features by symbolic codes and reveal pattern co-occurrences using
topic modelling. We apply the approach to episodes of a football
game characterised in terms of a novel feature gate width reflecting
space availability to attackers and space control by defenders.
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I NTRODUCTION

Data describing behaviours of dynamic objects or phenomena usually have the form of multivariate time series, i.e., values of multiple attributes (features) measured or observed at different time
moments. It is challenging to synthesize holistic understanding of
the behaviours from these elementary data items. Analysts need
methods supporting pattern discovery, which means integration of
multiple items into constructs that can be considered as units. The
integration becomes possible due to relationships existing between
data elements, such as ordering and/or distance [3]. In a time series of values of a single numeric feature, the relationships between
times and between corresponding feature values create temporal
variation patterns: increasing and decreasing trends, peaks, troughs,
fluctuations, stability. Such patterns are easy to detect and, very
importantly, easy to interpret. However, it is not obvious how to
construct unified patterns from time series of several features. In a
general case, there are no intrinsic relationships between values of
different features that would suggest an intuitive way of integration
across time series. What can be exploited is the relationship of
temporal co-occurrence of patterns from different time series.
Our idea is to use topic modelling as a tool capable to integrate
multiple items (words) into units (topics) solely based on their cooccurrence (in documents, paragraphs, or sentences). To make
it applicable to multivariate time series, we transform temporal
variation patterns of each time series into sequences of symbols
‘-’, ‘+’, and ‘e’ that can be treated as “words”. A combination
of symbolic codes generated for all variables is treated as a “text”.
Multiple “texts” are obtained by dividing long time series into shorter
parts or by extracting time intervals (episodes) of interest.
We have tested this idea by applying it to multivariate time series
describing collective movements of players in a football game. It
allowed us to discover groups of episodes with similar collective
behaviours of the teams. Importantly, the symbolic representation
of the feature dynamics was supportive for semantic interpretation
of the specifics of the behaviours in each group of episodes.
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R ELATED

WORK

A broad survey of approaches to visualization of time-oriented
data [1] mentions only a few works dealing with multivariate time
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series, among them the one by Guo et al. [9] whose approach in
different variations re-occurred in several later works. It consists of
applying clustering and/or projection to the combinations of values
of multiple variables corresponding to the time steps and transforming the time series into sequences of cluster memberships [9], state
transition graphs [10], or paths in the projection space [4]. In all
these approaches, data are analyzed as sequences of states disregarding dynamics of individual variables.
Probabilistic topic modelling methods, which were originally
developed for texts, have recently been applied to other data types,
such as movement data and action sequences [5, 6], but we are not
aware of attempts to apply such methods to multivariate time series.
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G ENERAL A PPROACH

Our approach is intended for data representing temporal variation
of values of multiple numeric features on multiple time intervals,
called episodes. To transform a time series of numeric values into
a symbolic code representing the pattern of value variation, we
compare the values to the median of the time series and encode
values lower than the median by the symbol ‘-’, greater than the
median by ‘+’, and approximately equal to the median by ‘e’. This
transformation can be applied to each individual value when the time
series has a small number of time steps; otherwise, the time span
is divided into several intervals, and the encoding is applied to the
average values on the intervals. A value is treated as “approximately
equal” to the median m when it lies within an allowance interval
[m − d1 , m + d2 ]. The values d1 and d2 can be chosen based on the
overall statistics of the deviations from the median for this feature.
Please note that the median m is determined individually for each
episode whereas the values d1 and d2 are common for all episodes.
This way of encoding produces codes that either solely consist of
the symbol ‘e’ thus indicating a stability pattern or include both ‘-’
and ‘+’ symbols while ‘e’ may be present or absent. The order of
the symbols can represent various patterns of value change; e.g., “-+”
means rapid increase whereas “-e+” means more gradual increase.
Now, each episode can be represented by the combination of the
variation codes of the multiple variables. A method for probabilistic topic modeling, such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), is
applied to these combinations, which are treated as “texts” where
the variation codes are “words”. The resulting “topics” show which
variation patterns of different variables tend to occur together in the
same episodes. The topic modelling method also assigns vectors of
topic probabilities to the episodes. Using these vectors, the episodes
can be clustered and/or arranged in a projection space according to
similarities of the variation patterns and further explored as it is done
in the previous state-oriented approaches mentioned in Section 2.
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A PPLICATION

TO FOOTBALL

Creating and closing space is a recurrent subject in football [7].
A defending team tries to limit space on the pitch while the other
team seeks available space. Existing approaches to analysing the
distribution of the pitch space, e.g., based on a Voronoi diagram [8],
do not give special attention to spaces between players, whereas
these spaces greatly affect the possibilities to move or pass the

Figure 2: Episodes from a football match are represented by dots in a
2D projection space obtained by applying t-SNE to the vectors of the
topic weights. The dot colours represent the dominant topics.

Figure 1: A gate is a triangle edge through which the separation from
the goal decreases. The separation is expressed through the levels
of the positions on the pitch. The level is the number of triangles one
has to cross before entering the triangle containing the goal.
Table 1: Sequences with the highest weights for each level (row) in
each topic (column) for the home team. One cell may contain multiple
sequences if they have the same weight (e.g. level 1 in topic 4).
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Figure 3: Distributions of centroids after transitions for topic 4 and
topic 6. Colors represent the objects (blue: defense, red: attack,
green: ball). The cross (x) means the average position of centroids
and the ellipse means the standard deviation of centroids for each
topic.

events and processes in football and beyond.

ball for attackers and to prevent or obstruct attackers’ activities
for defenders. We introduce a novel feature gate width to analyse
inter-player spaces and their dynamics.
Figure 1 explains the concept of a gate. Gates are defined by
applying the Delaunay triangulation to the positions of the defenders
at a given time moment. In this study, we investigate how gate
widths at different levels change during multiple game episodes. For
this purpose, we describe each episode by a multivariate time series
of gate widths at different levels. We demonstrate our approach on
positional data from a professional football game. The data contain
positions of players and the ball recorded at 25Hz frequency. We focus on the transition episodes around changes of ball possession [2].
We extracted 85 such episodes of the duration 10(= 5 + 5) seconds
consisting of 10 × 25 = 250 time steps. For each time step of an
episode, the width of each gate was encoded by the symbol ‘-’, ‘e’,
or ‘+’ as described in Section 3. To facilitate the interpretation, we
compressed the time series by dividing the length into four equal
intervals, two before the transition and two after it. For each interval
and each gate level, the most frequent symbol was taken. In this
way, for each episode, we obtained a set of four-symbol codes corresponding to different levels. We applied LDA to these sets of codes
trying different numbers of topics n and evaluating the results by
projecting the vectors of topic probabilities assigned to the episodes
by LDA onto a 2D plane using t-SNE (Fig. 2). We found that n = 8
works the best in terms of grouping similar episodes.
For example, for transitions of a team from defence to attack,
topic 4 (see Table 1) has increasing trends ("--++" and "ee++")
near the goal (levels 0 to 2) and a decreasing trend ("++--") far from
the goal (level 6). The distributions of centroids are wider compared
to topic 6 (Figure 3). These indicate that the team retrieves the
ball, reducing the attacking opponents’ spaces, and subsequently lets
spaces between forwards and defenders larger in counter-attacks.
We expect our approach to characterising dynamics of multivariate time series using topic modelling to be applicable to a variety of
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